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EDITOR’S NOTE:
training for and responding to large-scale incidents
also reviewed the survey results. They comment
on the lessons that can be applied to training field
personnel and improving policies for large-scale
mass casualty incidents. Keith Padgett highlights the
disaster response communication failures during the
Chimney Top fire in Gatlinburg, Tennessee and how
all public safety agencies can improve their training
and preparation for natural disasters.

Communication is a top issue raised in every hot
wash, training debrief or after action report. Those
issues become lessons learned for the chiefs and
field personnel, but how often do those lessons
learned convert to lessons applied? Not as often as
we would hope.
After a series of deadly, historic natural disasters
and large-scale mass casualty incidents in 2017 we
wanted to better understand the communication
issues and challenges facing members of
PoliceOne, EMS1 and FireRescue1. The survey’s
high response rate and specificity of answers to
open-ended questions confirmed our suspicion that
communication problems, especially reliability and
interoperability, are widespread and complicate
preparedness, training and response.

As you read the articles and examine the data,
what are the lessons you will apply to improve
communications during day-to-day operations?
What are the changes you can make to your
agency’s policies and training exercises to be ready
for a natural disaster or large-scale MCI in your
community? Remember the effort to generate
lessons learned in a hot wash, debrief or after action
report only matter if you convert them into lessons
applied.

In this exclusive eBook you will find an analysis
of the results from Rob Farmer, a public safety
professional with more than 30 years of experience.
Farmer highlights the top findings and takeaways
for chiefs and field personnel. A panel of law
enforcement, fire and EMS experts with experience

Greg Friese, MS, NRP
Editorial Director, Praetorian Digital
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First responder feedback:

CRITICAL COMMUNICATION
ISSUES DURING DISASTER,
MCI RESPONSE
Lessons learned from major incident response point to limitations
with communications systems and the difficulty public safety
officials have in communicating with each other

The lessons learned often point to limitations with
communications systems and the difficulty public
safety officials have in communicating with
each other.

By Rob Farmer
Catastrophic natural disasters and large-scale
mass-casualty incidents unfortunately occur in the
U.S. on a seemingly regular basis. Whether it’s an
overly active hurricane season – we saw six major
hurricanes in 2017 – or tragedies like the mass
shootings in Orlando, Las Vegas or Sutherland
Springs, Texas, these incidents push the response
capabilities of local responders to their limits.

The Sept. 11 terrorist attacks were a pivotal
teaching moment for public safety. It was one of the
largest mutual aid responses for a mass casualty
incident and public safety agencies learned the
hard way about the limitations of communications
interoperability. And, yet, nearly 17 years later, many
field providers still struggle to communicate with
each other on emergency scenes, in some cases
during their day-to-day operations.

When these disasters strike, communities of all sizes
are thrust into the spotlight, and the world watches
how their first responders are able to overcome
tremendous challenges.

Members of PoliceOne.com, FireRescue1.com and
EMS1.com were asked to complete a survey that
sought to identify critical communications issues
public safety leaders and responders have preparing
for and responding to natural disasters and large-

And, while the men and women who are called into
duty serve bravely, one consistent theme emerges
in the after action reports from many of these
incidents: difficult or inadequate communications.
Improving communications interoperability
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For the purposes of the
survey and this article:
scale mass casualty incidents. The survey’s primary
themes were:
•

How well is the respondent’s agency prepared
for situations that involve dozens of casualties
(or more), wide-spread power outages and/or
significant infrastructure damage?

•

What are the communications issues specific to
mutual-aid responders coming from throughout
the region, state, multi-state region or from
across the nation to an area significantly
impacted by a natural disaster?

•

Is existing responder-level communications
equipment – mobile PCs, tablets, radios and
smartphones – ready for prolonged response
in conditions that exist during and after
these incidents?

7

•

“Communication” refers to the act of
communicating, or the process of sharing
information. “Communications” refers to
the method or tool used to communicate.

•

“Natural disaster” is a major adverse event
that causes serious disruption of the
functioning of a community or a society
involving widespread human, material,
economic or environmental loss and
impacts, which exceeds the ability of the
affected community or society to cope
using its own resources.

•

“Large-scale mass casualty incident”
would be considered an incident that
requires the response of organizations not
routinely used in day-to-day mutual aid,
such as agencies and organizations from
neighboring regions or states, due to the
number and severity of casualties.
Improving communications interoperability

What best describes your organization’s
primary public safety discipline?
24%

Fire Service

Executive
Leadership

11%

EMS Transport
Fire & EMS
Transport

Senior
Leadership

12%

5%

Emergency Management

16%
20%
39%

Line/Field Staff

4%

Public Safety Comm Center

13%

Middle/Supervisory
Personnel

37%

Law Enforcement

Other

What best describes your current role in the
organization?

Support Personnel

12%

7%

Survey participants

What isn’t well defined in the answers is how a
respondent’s role within a department can change
their perspective of their agency’s emergency
response capabilities. Does their view from within
the organization as a field provider affect their
perspective of the agency’s planning efforts? Or are
they in a management level position, and better able
to understand what policies or processes are in place
in the emergency pre-plans for incidents that are of
rare occurrence?

The respondents varied in discipline, and in broad
categories included those from fire, EMS, fire/
EMS combined, law enforcement, emergency
management, public safety communications
and other various disciplines. The predominance
of respondents (nearly 40 percent) classified
themselves as being from some form of law
enforcement agency. Other disciplines identified
in the responses included members of search
and rescue teams, local or national park rangers,
corrections officers, court officers, non-transport EMS
providers, large animal rescue specialists, FEMA staff
and CERT leaders, and members of volunteer first
responder squads.

While the perspective varies on the training, planning
and policy direction, the “boots on the ground” view
provides critical feedback to managers and chiefs.
Respondents were fairly well distributed between
urban, suburban and rural in describing their
agency’s primary response area. A few did define
their agency’s communities with less commonly used
classifications, including exurban areas (communities
beyond the suburbs that are commuter towns to
a nearby urban area, also commonly known as
bedroom communities), and remote communities
(small, isolated communities that are either a long
distance from larger communities, or lack consistent
transportation links that are typical in more densely
populated areas). Some described their coverage
area more specifically, including prisons, campuses
industrial sites, airports, state parks, beaches or
entire states.

The wide assortment of respondent titles is indicative
of just how diverse the public safety community
is across the U.S., and how every community has a
different definition and solution to how services are
best rendered for their residents. This is pertinent
as preparedness for these types of events can be
difficult, as no two communities are the same.
Respondents were mixed in the types of roles they
held within their agencies, ranging from many in
field staff and support personnel roles (just over 50
percent), to those in executive leadership positions
(12.9 percent).

Improving communications interoperability
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What is your organization’s experience in
responding to a natural disaster in the last
10 years?

What is your organization’s experience in
responding to a large-scale mass casualty
incident in the last 10 years?

Responded in primary
response area

Responded in primary
response area

60%

Responded outside
primary response area

Responded outside
region or state

No experience

Other

Responded outside
primary response area

38%

Responded outside
region or state

19%
21%

26%
18%
12%
57%

No experience

3%

Other

When discussing natural disasters, the misnomer of
“we don’t have to worry, because it will never happen
here,” is clearly false. Only 20 percent of respondents
claim their agency has had NO experience in the past
10 years responding to a natural disaster within or
outside their primary jurisdiction. In other words,
80 percent of agencies have natural disaster
experience, which can include anything from
hurricanes, ice-storms, tornados, large wildfires,
floods or earthquakes.

4%

Across all of the respondent’s disciplines, most
appear to receive some level of formal and regular
training on their department-issued communications
equipment. That training can include classroom
sessions, seminars and workshops, guided
simulations, functional or table-top trainings or even
full-scale exercises.
However, less than 25 percent of respondents
indicated that their agency’s personnel are
thoroughly trained as part of their hiring process.
The number of respondents whose agency have
provided formal training specific to natural disasters
or mass casualty incidents are much less. There was
an increased number of respondents who indicated
that this type of specialized training was, at most,
informal in nature.

The opposite appears to be true for large-scale
mass casualty incidents, with nearly 60 percent
indicating that they have NO experience with these
types of incidents. Mass-casualty incidents, by
standard definition, do occur across our country
every day. However, the questionnaire’s query was
specific to larger incidents – those requiring mutualaid responses. These mutual aid resources could
come in the form of distant mutual aid companies,
regional task-force teams, state assets, Emergency
Management Assistance Compact (EMAC) resources,
or federal response teams.

One positive finding is that communications
equipment and operations are often evaluated
during routine operational training. Including a
component of evaluation specific to communications
equipment and operation is essential in any agency’s
ongoing training process. Assuring effectiveness of
the equipment, as well as the responders’ ability to
proficiently use the equipment, provides the ability
to formulate training curriculum in the future to
improve the system.

Communication capabilities, training
and policies
Respondents were asked about their agency’s
capabilities, needs and concerns regarding the
training responders receive on communications
equipment, as well as their agency’s policies
and proficiencies.
9
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What types of emergency communications-focused exercises does your
organization participate in or conduct?
EMS

Fire
38%

Full-Scale exercises
Functional or
tabletop exercises

23%

Routine
equipment tests

None

2%

Other

Fire+EMS
53%

Functional or
tabletop exercises

7%

39%

Functional or
tabletop exercises

30%

48%
26%

Guided simulation

38%

32%

Seminars or workshops
Routine
equipment tests

51%

None

13%

None

Other

3%

Other

However, it is important to fundamentally
understand that communications equipment
usage during a natural disaster or large-scale
mass casualty incident differs from a responder’s
day-to-day usage. In unusual circumstances, rarely
used portable radio channels or talk-groups may be
utilized, equipment may have different connectivity
requirements and battery-life may become an issue.

40%
18%
.5%

of respondents indicated that their agencies have
written policies and standard operating procedures in
place for these incidents.
In terms of available infrastructure, most
respondents appeared confident that their agency
had the necessary communications infrastructure,
systems, equipment and facilities to not only support
their day-to-day communications needs, but also
the means necessary for effectively responding to a
natural disaster or large-scale mass casualty incident.

These operational considerations are in addition to
the increased stress levels. Only about 30 percent
Improving communications interoperability

9%

Full-Scale exercises

50%

Routine
equipment tests

52%

Law Enforcement

Full-Scale exercises

Seminars or workshops

24%

Routine
equipment tests

23%

Guided simulation

23%

Seminars or workshops

35%

None

50%

Guided simulation

30%

Seminars or workshops

Other

Functional or
tabletop exercises

45%

Guided simulation

41%

Full-Scale exercises
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My organization has the appropriate
infrastructure, systems, and
equipment to communicate during
day to day situations:

Of course, the concern is the nearly 20 percent of
respondents who disagree or strongly disagree to
the question of their agency having the appropriate
infrastructure, systems, equipment and facilities
to communicate during their day-to-day responses.
Effective communications systems are an absolute
necessity in assuring the safety and effectiveness of
responders during day-to-day emergency response.

68% Agree

When mutual aid agencies or response task forces
respond to an area for a natural disaster or largescale mass casualty incident, the ability for the
local agency to communicate with these out of area
responders is key. This is often achieved by issuing
portable radios or other communications devices that
are tied to the local agency’s response plans.

69% Agree
75% Agree
69% Agree

This can often be a challenge, as a cache of
equipment available for distribution in unusual
circumstances can be difficult. Is the equipment
properly maintained, programmed, batteries
charged, readily accessible (even after hours),
and ready to deploy?

During a natural disaster or mass casualty
incident, my personal smartphone will
have better connectivity than my
organization supplied laptop or tablet.

Timeliness of deployment is also an important
variable. About half of our survey’s respondents
indicated that their agency’s assets could be deployed
within the first four hours of units arriving. In some
circumstances, four hours may seem like an extensive
time period. However, large-scale mass casualty
incidents commonly evolve over hours, and natural
disasters can easily last days or weeks. The important
aspect is to assure that written policy and emergency
plans include deployment procedures.

77% Agree
55% Agree
67% Agree
69% Agree

Personally-owned smartphones
Some of the most modern and advanced technology
available is carried in the provider’s back pocket when
they go home from work. Personal smartphones
are continuously updated, have constantly evolving
network capabilities and are usually upgraded with
new hardware every 12 to 24 months. Users spend
hours each day with the device in their hands. They
are intimately familiar with how it works, and have
the opportunity to customize the device to their
individual preferences without ramification.

important moments on camera, sharing messages
and media with friends and family across social
networks, ordering coffee or food, or having face-toface video conversations with literally anyone in the
world at any moment. EMS providers frequently use
their phones as a reference for medical information
and protocols while in the field, and responders often
find the GPS routing apps in their phones are faster
and more accurate when looking for, or responding
to, an incident address.

Additionally, the device is used for just about
every aspect of the user’s daily life, from capturing
11
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Communications equipment durability
and reliability

Ultimately, the personal smartphone is a responder’s
go-to device when unusual life or job stressors are in
play. If the portable radio the responder is carrying
doesn’t connect effectively to the communications
or trauma center, it is quite likely they have the
phone number programmed into their personal
smartphone, and will use it to call.

Ruggedized equipment is essential in public
safety agencies given wear and tear in the austere
environment of public safety is often severe. Many
responders state that they are provided daily-use
equipment that is ruggedized (drop/moisture/
dust-resistant) including portable land-mobile
radios, laptop/tablet computers, mobile phones
and medical-glove enabled touchscreen laptops
and tablets. Many also indicate that equipment
has interchangeable batteries, and much of that
equipment is securely mounted into the vehicle.

Very rarely are smartphones, laptop/tablet
computers, or portable radios issued to individual
responders by their agencies, so the responder’s
comfort level with using those devices is not as great.
It is difficult for public safety agencies to integrate
communications technologies that are as well
engrained into a responder’s daily routines, let alone
one that is so user-friendly, or frequently updated
and upgraded.
Improving communications interoperability

Public safety agencies across the country must
maintain successful emergency communications
as a priority, and need to focus on the ability to
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What “rugged” equipment is available for personnel in your organization?
EMS

Fire

Medical glove enabled
touch-screen
tablets/laptops
Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant portable
radios
Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant mobile
phones

Medical glove enabled
touch-screen
tablets/laptops

42%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant portable
radios

49%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant mobile
phones

22%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant laptop/tablet
computers

Fire+EMS

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant laptop/tablet
computers
Interchangeable
batteries on portable
radios

29%
73%

Law Enforcement
Medical glove enabled
touch-screen
tablets/laptops

43%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant portable
radios
Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant mobile
phones

21%

Interchangeable
batteries on portable
radios

60%

Medical glove enabled
touch-screen
tablets/laptops

75%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant laptop/tablet
computers

40%

Interchangeable
batteries on portable
radios

23%

30%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant portable
radios

76%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant mobile
phones

21%

68%
24%

Drop/Moisture/Dust
resistant laptop/tablet
computers

41%

Interchangeable
batteries on portable
radios

79%

42%
84%

About the author

communicate effectively, especially in unusual events
such as natural disasters or large-scale mass casualty
incidents. Scalable systems with deployable assets
are important to an agency’s emergency response
plan. Exercising those plans, and assuring the
capabilities are operational, is essential.

Rob Farmer has a proven professional career in
emergency services, spanning more than 30 years
in both the public and private sectors, and includes
more than 17 years of leadership and executive level
management. He has served as director of public
safety solutions for a global technology company, as
the director of public safety/emergency management
for a coastal county in Florida, and as a career
firefighter/paramedic in suburban central Ohio.

Note from the Editor:
The full results from our cross-discipline survey
on communications interoperability and reliability
during a natural disaster or mass casualty
incident are available to view for a limited time.
Please visit this survey link and enter the
password “commsurvey.”
13
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EXPERT ROUNDTABLE:

How to improve training, policy
development surrounding
disaster communications
Based on hundreds of
responses from a survey of
first responders, a panel of
public safety leaders shares
suggestions on how leaders
can improve their agency’s
natural disaster and MCI
communications training
and policies
Improving communications interoperability

The panel included:
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•

James Dudley, deputy chief (ret.), San Francisco
Police Department

•

Eddie Reyes, senior law enforcement project
manager, Police Foundation

•

Robert R. Rielage, former Ohio fire marshal

•

Gary McCarraher, communications committee
chair, International Association of Fire Chiefs

•

Chris Cebollero, EMS consultant

•

Art Hsieh, EMS educator, EMS1 Editorial Advisor

1 What surprised you most about
the current state of emergency
communications training being provided by
public safety agencies?

Eddie Reyes: In many of these situations, responders
must overcome a failure of some kind. Although
many of the systems used by public safety and
emergency management are resilient, there is a point
of failure when an emergency has widespread impact
in an area. In most cases this requires ingenuity and
innovation to work around the issues. The takeaway
is to either develop or update your Continuity of
Operations Plans based on lessons learned and then
provide ongoing training and exercise inclusion of
these plans.

Eddie Reyes: There is very little training on how
to use the advanced devices we provide public
safety operators today. This includes radios, invehicle computers and the up-and-coming mobile
environment. The general practice seems to be a oneand-done approach as opposed to continued training
on advanced capabilities that are not leveraged on
a daily basis. As a result, when a significant event
occurs, many operators use what they know best and
likely don’t know what they have available.

Robert Rielage: After Action Reports for all major
incidents should be made available for review by
fire, EMS and police agencies. These should include
a section on communication and the effectiveness of
the information being passed not only at the Unified
Command level, but also down to the units on the
street and vice versa.

Robert Rielage: There are a variety of communication
needs at various levels within the command structure
of an incident. If initial training at hiring is the only
time a member receives communications training,
then they are not learning as they assume more
supervisory responsibility during their careers.

Art Hsieh: As we just experienced a major
disaster with the Sonoma County wildfires, our
communication bureau is re-examining the SOPs,
hardware and training required to maintain system
effectiveness. A learning point here is that while
training is essential, hardening the communication
system’s hardware is the key to success. The loss
of a radio tower and the loss of cell towers within
the burn areas hampered the ability to maintain
communication lines for both PSAP and
dispatch functions.

Art Hsieh: It’s interesting to me that there are still
significant percentages of agencies that provide
little to no training for their personnel.
Communication is the lifeline of public safety.
Without competent, well-trained staff within the
communication bureau, the reliability, efficiency
and safety of the system deteriorate.
Chris Cebollero: I was surprised that only 30 percent
of respondents have comprehensive policies in
place for natural disasters. In a natural disaster,
someone will always ask “Now what do we do?”
Comprehensive policies and procedures answer
these questions.

3 What best practices can public
safety agencies engage in to improve
communication training?
Jim Dudley: FEMA is a great resource for bestpractice examples and training, offering free online
basic courses; intermediate and advanced classroom
courses; and multi-agency training off-site at the
Texas A&M Engineering Extension Service (TEEX).
This training is so valuable because it brings together
counterparts from across agencies and departments.
Police, fire, public health and public works
departments train together using sophisticated
scenarios. This helps identify capacity, gaps, training
needs and communication issues.

2 How can agencies use lessons from
real-life responses to natural disasters and
MCIs to direct personnel training?
Jim Dudley: Responding to disasters should be
part of each agency’s annual training plan. We can
certainly learn from recent disasters across the U.S.
and territories, including destructive hurricanes,
earthquakes and floods. Communication must
be handled as part of pre-disaster preparedness,
with redundancies in place that provide alternative
communication when power is disrupted.
15
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4 What considerations should a public
safety agency focus on when refining
or updating its SOPs/policies regarding
communication operations during a natural
disaster or MCI?

Eddie Reyes: Communications and communication
challenges should be included in as many training
scenarios and exercises as possible. Scenarios that
make the operators think about communication or a
lack thereof will begin to make big impacts on how
responders operate.

Jim Dudley: Each agency should create separate and
overlapping policies for line staff, executive-level
work groups across agencies and the general public.
In San Francisco, each agency has its own plan and
inter-agency plans that are practiced annually during
Fleet Week. The public is encouraged to prepare for
emergencies and disasters knowing that official help
may not come for 72 hours or more
(@ SF72.org). Each agency should send a
representative to one central operations center to
coordinate with the other agencies. The ICS structure
should be second nature in each department or
agency by routine, regular training and ingrained in
regular operations (used for non-emergency event
planning and events).

Robert Rielage: Obviously, disaster drills should
include realistic scenarios that make command and
communication a priority. This should include both
automatic and mutual aid jurisdictions, not just an
isolated community. All communications equipment
needs to be brought out, set up and made ready for
use in a real-time basis. There needs to be robust
cross-training of agencies so everyone is familiar with
each other’s equipment, roles and responsibilities.
Gary McCarraher: Agencies must continue to keep
track of the ever-changing environment to ensure
their communications systems keep pace with
available technology and the risks faced by the
community. This demands on-going research and
active participation in national trade organizations to
keep abreast of innovations and lessons learned from
large-scale incidents.

Improving communications interoperability

Eddie Reyes: Although every emergency starts as a
local emergency, many incidents of this type quickly
overwhelm local resources. Ensuring that SOPs and
policies integrate automatic and mutual aid and
16

Chris Cebollero: We need to use best practices from
across the career fields. It seems there is an aversion
to benchmarking with our peer agencies. If they
have a best practice, we don’t have to reinvent the
wheel. With that said, we may have to polish what
others are using to fit into our organizations, but that
should be expected.

interoperable operations and communication will
make the greatest difference in coordinated response.
Robert Rielage: Compatibility among the
communications systems of responding front line,
automatic and mutual aid agencies. At minimum,
some sort of NIMS-based command must include a
unified command structure – including a Command
Post – where needs, resources, specific tasks and
outcomes can be tracked.

5 What policy pitfalls have you seen
agencies fall into?
Jim Dudley: Pre-event planning is necessary to
eliminate game day miscommunication. Event
Incident Commanders should be identified and
established during training and exercises rather
than when emergencies develop. That is, the IC
should be designated by expertise: fires and hazmat
emergencies have a fire department Incident
Commander, active shooter or other crime-related
emergencies should have a police department
Incident Commander, and a mass casualty incident
or health-related disaster should have a public health
official as the Incident Commander. Each may assign
a Deputy Incident Commander from another
agency to assist.

Gary McCarraher: Agencies need to keep
communication as consistent with policies and
practices from day-to-day operations as possible.
Given the relatively low frequencies of these
incidents, participants are often challenged by the
incident itself. Superimposing the expectation of an
elaborate communication policy or procedure over
this incident is, in my opinion, a great path to failure.
Policy and procedures should be focused on ensuring
the communication infrastructure (e.g., COMU,
COML, COMT), is sufficient for the operation at hand
and keeps pace as the operation escalates.
Art Hsieh: Hardening the physical aspects of the
system, planning redundancies, and considering a
Plan C, D and E for when A and B go down.
17
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Eddie Reyes: Pitfalls are assuming everything will
be working and failing to leverage communication
experts early in the incident. The EOC, Unified
Command and any other coordinating group should
have a contact for communication and addressing
communication issues. Many of these SMEs have
plans in place and can quickly address issues if they
are given the list of needs.

commonplace. Agencies need to prepare for
communication redundancies, via siren or public
announcement systems, or identify pre-disaster
gathering locations for the public to be aware of
resources. Within agencies, there needs to be
alternate communications systems such as line-ofsight radios in the event that cell towers or power is
otherwise disabled.

Robert Rielage: Obviously lack of training or
exercise of equipment that hampered the
immediate deployment of additional
communications equipment. Second, reliance on
cellphones in day-to-day ops that may or may not be
available for use during a specific disaster, including
MCIs where everyone in the area is on their phone
talking or recording the incident, which saturates
the cell systems.

Eddie Reyes: The future of communication is no
longer a technology issue. With the implementation
of ESInets, advanced Computer Aided Dispatch
systems, collaborative data collection systems
and the impact of information sharing over social
media, the larger issue is information overload.
Public safety partners need to work to develop clear
guidelines and protocols to get accurate information
to the correct individuals in a timely manner. This
includes executive leadership, command staff, field
commanders, 9-1-1 centers, first responders and
the citizens.

Gary McCarraher: I think incident managers can
underestimate the needs of resources for incident
communications. Field commanders are usually
immersed in the Xs and Os of emergency operations
and get blindsided when the communications system
begins to lose pace with the ongoing incident.

Art Hsieh: Funding. Many communications systems
are depending on multi-decade old structures that
are in need of major upgrading. In major disasters,
when the rate of transmission dramatically rises,
these systems are apt to be overwhelmed, or
fail outright.

Art Hsieh: Policies should permit flexibility when
disaster strikes. Agencies that blindly adhere to SOPs
risk failure due to the complexities of managing a
multisite, widespread event.

Chris Cebollero: First is to understand that it will
happen in your coverage area. With that said, if you
know it is going to happen, what are you doing to
prepare for that event? Getting caught with your
pants down is secondary to keeping a head in the
sand approach. There have been many communities
that have gotten caught in the disaster that they did
not expect that day. How will you prepare?

6 What is the most pressing issue public
safety agencies face in regard to emergency
communication during natural disasters
or MCIs?
Jim Dudley: The reliance on social media or alerts
via phone, radio and television have become
Improving communications interoperability
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About the panelists
James Dudley is a 32-year veteran of the San
Francisco Police Department where he retired as
deputy chief. He is a member of the Criminal Justice
faculty at San Francisco State University and co-hosts
the “Policing Matters” podcast for PoliceOne.
Eddie Reyes is a Senior Law Enforcement Project
Manager at the Police Foundation. He spent most of
his nearly 30-year career with the Alexandria Police
Department, where he retired as senior deputy
chief of police.
Chief Robert R. Rielage, CFO, EFO, FIFireE, is the
former fire marshal of the State of Ohio, and has
been a chief officer in several departments for
over 30 years.
Gary McCarraher has over 40 years of fire and
rescue experience. He has been fire chief and
emergency management director in Franklin,
Massachusetts since 1999. He chairs the
Communications Committee of the International
Association of Fire Chiefs.
Art Hsieh, MA, NRP, teaches in Northern
California at the Public Safety Training Center,
Santa Rosa Junior College in the Emergency
Care Program. He is a member of the EMS1
Editorial Advisory Board.
Chris Cebollero is the senior partner of his
own consulting firm, focusing on the EMS
transformation in the new healthcare
environment. He has over 30 years’
experience in the EMS field.
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How interoperability
issues hindered
police, fire
response to
a deadly
wildfire

By Keith Padgett

A review of the Chimney
Top fire response reveals
how interoperability
and communications
breakdowns contributed
to the fire’s devastation,
and offers strategies for
improving police and fire
communication during
disaster response
Improving communications interoperability

On Nov. 23, 2016, a wildland fire was discovered in
the Great Smoky Mountains National Park, in what is
commonly referred to as the Chimney Top trail area.
This was the second wildland fire within the past 10
days on Chimney Trail.
Park personnel chose an indirect attack control tactic
to contain the fire. Over the next few days, the fire
began to grow due to drought conditions described
as “critically dry,” with humidity never rising above
40 percent.
Even with massive firefighting efforts deployed,
the fire grew to over 35 acres by Nov. 27. The next
morning, strong winds had helped the fire spread
outside the containment area. Over the next two
days, the fire traveled into the city of Gatlinburg and
to the edge of the city of Pigeon Forge.
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When finally brought under control, the fire
had burned over 17,000 acres and damaged
approximately 2,500 structures. Three people lost
their lives in Gatlinburg and there were 11 reported
deaths in Sevier County, Tennessee.

In an attempt to work around communications
issues, the report noted that after the evacuation
notice was given “police, fire and mass transit
personnel were sent door-to-door in many areas to
evacuate citizens and visitors despite being severely
challenged by downed trees; intense fire; downed
power lines; and loss of power, landline phones, and
internet and cell phone service.”

Interoperability issues, evacuations
hampered communication
A natural disaster such as this can be devastating for
any community, but one at this level was especially
overwhelming to the Sevier County area. As the
event escalated, it quickly became apparent that
communication would become a challenge, as
resources from 50 counties, over 225 agencies, 445
apparatus and 3,535 first responders were deployed.

The After Action Review identified the following
disaster response communication issues:
1. Busy signals: At times, the radio communications
related to the fire and response overloaded the
Sevier County radio system. Some busy signals
occurred due to the abundance of radio traffic
and the lack of available radio frequencies for the
Gatlinburg Police Department.

The After Action Review commissioned by Sevier
County and the city of Gatlinburg noted several
communications breakdowns, including, “cell phone
communication outages contributed to a delay of
the public broadcast of the evacuation message for
Gatlinburg.” And, because this was a “non-weather
emergency message; the Wireless Emergency Alert
(WEA) could not be used for this evacuation.”

2. Frequency and channel interoperability:
Communication between departments became
an issue due to a lack of interoperability between
radio frequencies and channel allocation.
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Train together for coordinated
disaster response

3. Inaudible communication: Communication was
hampered due to the fire intensity and high
winds – at times, field personnel could not
hear voice commands over the radio due to
background noise.

The well-established relationship between local
responders and the community did help overcome
many of the existing communication struggles. Most
of the responders had operated or trained together
before the fire and were able to develop a coordinated
common goal. Even with communication concerns
during the event, overall control of the situation
remained intact and the responders maintained the
ability to function.

4. Communication interruptions: Critical
communication links between the city of
Gatlinburg Emergency Operations Center and
Tennessee Emergency Management Agency
(TEMA) were significantly interrupted and
contributed to TEMA not sending the requested
Integrated Public Alert and Warning System
notifications to evacuate Gatlinburg.

In situations where responders don’t have established
relationships with the community, the report stated
the need to “create redundancy in critical messaging
and communications with state and federal agencies”
in an effort to fill the gaps of missed communication.

5. Mutual aid interoperability: Insufficient radio
interoperability among city, county, state and
federal agencies created critical obstacles to
direct communication. Mutual aid responding
agencies were unable to communicate with
one another and the established Emergency
Operations Center or the Gatlinburg Police
Department Communications Center.
According to the report, these issues “forced all
communications to go through the Gatlinburg
Dispatch Center and later through the Sevier
County 911 Emergency Communications Center.”

Preparation for natural disasters
Emergency responders should prepare for events
such as this one that may overwhelm their normal
everyday operations.

6. Critical resource relocations: The original
Emergency Operations Center and other city
official offices had to be evacuated, and relocated
to another location in Gatlinburg during the
height of the wildfire response.
Improving communications interoperability
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•

When an emergency operations center is staffed,
ensure that key decision makers from all agencies
involved are represented.

•

There should be a backup EOC if possible, at what
may be a safe location away from the event. If the
incident becomes so large that the EOC has to be
moved, a continuity of operations must
be maintained.

•

The communications system in a local district
should also be evaluated to determine what it
can handle and when it will require a second or
enhanced system to be stood up. This evaluation
should include backup power to the EOC and
other system components, such as repeaters and
computer servers.

•

In case of a disaster this large, consider the
continuity of local government, as the city of
Gatlinburg was totally evacuated during the fire.
A safe location must be established to continue
operation of all vital services at all levels.

•

It is highly recommended that municipalities
conduct emergency tabletop exercises and then
move to full-scale drills to allow all departments
to operate together and communicate with one
another. Make this an annual event that always
expands to test the system to make it stronger.

•

Mutual aid responders unfamiliar with the
area found it difficult to search for victims
without GPS or cell phone service. The report
found “a mobile communication capability is
vital to providing the agility needed to address
the dynamics of a massive, complex, and
deteriorating emergency situation.”

Often, local agencies are comfortable operating
at a level they believe they can manage. Training
together for a large-scale natural disaster not only
examines the city or county’s capabilities and
identifies potential weak spots in communication
and coordinated response, but also builds those
relationships that will benefit everyone.
Train for the unknown.
About the author
Chief Keith Padgett serves as the Fire and Emergency
Medical Services academic program director with
Columbia Southern University, as well as fire chief of
the Beulah Fire District in Valley Alabama. Keith, a
37-year member of the fire service, has completed the
Executive Fire Officer Program through the National
Fire Academy. He holds a Master of Science degree in
leadership with an emphasis in disaster preparedness
and executive fire leadership, as well as the Chief Fire
Officer (CFO) designation. Keith currently serves as
a Specialty Educational Board member for the IAFC
Executive Fire Officer Program Section.
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Data integration model brings
interoperability to public safety

Public safety agencies need to focus on publish-andsubscribe interoperability models to improve data access
and execution in emergency response
At its core, information system interoperability
means that sensitive data can be exchanged
between connected systems at a frequency and form
compatible to both.

By Jarret Winkelman
It is true today that if you have a particular data need,
there is probably “an app for that.” There are dozens
of apps on my smartphone and tablet, and I can’t
seem to make it through a workday without being
logged into the various systems that provide me with
the information I need.

In other words, systems need to be able to
understand the data shared from third-party
systems and receive updates at a rate that keeps the
information accurate and useable by the end user.

The same is likely true in your organization. Take
any number of public-safety systems – CAD,
RMS, scheduling, city cameras, shot detection,
crime analytics, pre-incident planning, incident
management – and chances are many of these
systems are completely separate.

Emergency response interoperability
solutions
It is common for software developers to take what
initially appears to be the simplest approach by
creating a direct point-to-point integration to
exchange data.

In addition, systems do not integrate with municipal
and private networks to access additional data (e.g.,
hospital status, traffic conditions, district water data,
weather, school attendance figures, cameras in a
local mall and more).

However, this method becomes inefficient when data
must be shared between more than two systems,
and may be impossible when data must be shared
between competing systems.

Historically, interoperability has been largely focused
on radio communication capabilities and perhaps
sharing dispatch information. Interoperability
between all digital systems in the public-safety
ecosystem has become increasingly important.
Improving communications interoperability

Therefore, the preferred industry practice uses a
publish-and-subscribe capability, which has become
the predominant solution for interoperability in
preference to point-to-point integration.
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Having a common operating picture is one of the
prime benefits of integrating several systems. This
can be of particular value during major incidents
where it may be beneficial to view data from
multiple systems (e.g., cameras, dispatch, incident
command, pre-plans, open source intelligence, school
attendance, unmanned aerial systems and more) in
one common dashboard.

When executed correctly, this approach can generate
a huge increase in value from existing systems by
allowing users to quickly understand the totality
of the data at hand, rather than needing to make
manual assumptions or translations.

Imagine the increased situational awareness this
would bring to, say, an active shooter incident at
a school. Decisions are based on access to rapidly
available and valid information.

•

better use existing systems,

•

more rapidly access data during emergencies, and

•

better understand how the data output from one
system affects another.

In the end, the integration of otherwise noncorrelated systems can allow your organization to:

Bringing systems together into a common output
allows users to more quickly access and understand
the data.

With the threats our jurisdictions face today, this
capability is invaluable.

The value of interoperability integration

About the author

When system interoperability becomes a necessary
component of the information architecture, there
are several industry standards that can be used to
accomplish the task.

Jarret Winkelman is the president and CEO of
Incident Response Technologies (IRT), a provider of
incident management, command and control, and
ICS solutions for public safety organizations. Jarret’s
extensive public safety experience includes serving
as a chief officer in EMS, and search and rescue
organizations, as well serving as a federal hazmat
responder. You can reach Jarret at
jarret@irtsoftware.com.

The publish-and-subscribe capabilities are
well documented and are used by a number of
organizations to bring together a myriad operational
devices and graphical user interfaces into a single
common operating picture.
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3

THINGS TO CONSIDER WHEN
BUYING A PUBLIC SAFETY
COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM

Before purchasing a new
emergency response
radio communications
system, assess your
operational scope, as
well as current and
future needs
Improving communications interoperability

By John Facella, P.E., C. Eng.
Are you looking to replace an old land mobile radio
system for your public safety agency? With new
technologies out there like digital P25, digital mobile
radio and LTE, which system should you choose?
Here are three steps to take when upgrading your
communications system.
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1 Internal assessment of your
radio communications

Trunking is an extension of traditional voice over
internet protocol technology, or VoIP, which transmits
voice calls as data via the internet. Trunking, or
unified communications, allowing multiple users
with the same connection to send and receive data, is
replacing old communications infrastructure [1].

Draw up a list of what’s right and what’s wrong with
your current system:
•

Where is your radio coverage inadequate?

•

Where do you anticipate it will be inadequate
in 10 years when there is growth in your
jurisdiction?

•

Do you have the interoperability that you need
so that automatic-aid or mutual-aid companies
support you on incidents?

Trunking makes a lot of sense if you are building a
radio system to consolidate the operations of many
disparate agencies onto one system to save money
and equalize radio coverage.
Some new technologies have emerged that you
should be aware of. Standards-based digital mobile
radio and digital private mobile radio technologies
are available in conventional and trunking modes
of operation.

Also, become familiar with the requirements of NFPA
1221, which defines the standard for communications
systems for emergency response services. There
have been changes in this standard in several areas,
including alternative power sources, response times
and cybersecurity.

However, the public-safety industry long ago
demanded that one digital technology be used,
which became Project 25. Use of technologies
other than analog or digital P25 will create issues
of interoperability.

2 Operations considerations dictate
communications needs

It is important to do an internal assessment of the
current state of your system and what you want
the new system to do, and to look at operational
considerations. The choice of analog versus digital
and other technology issues needs to be driven by
operational considerations.

No one knows more about your operations than your
field personnel, including:
•

the profile of your calls in terms of geography,

•

the nature of the incidents you respond to, and

•

the expectations of your residents.

About the author
John Facella is manager and principal at Panther
Pines Consulting, LLC. He has 30-plus years
of experience in telecommunications. He is
also an active firefighter/EMT with 30-plus
years of experience; and a member of the IAFC
Communications Committee.

Make sure there is involvement at multiple personnel
levels, including the chief, company or supervising
officer and field personnel.

3 Public safety communication
infrastructure
Conventional communications systems (nontrunking) work fine for many small to mid-sized
agencies. They are simple and their costs are low.
However, if you start to encounter lots of channel
congestion and obtaining more channels is not likely,
trunking may be the answer.
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